
Tell us a bit about your business? Shot Scope is one of the industry leaders in advanced GPS,

laser rangefinder and shot tracking technology for golf. Our patented technology allows golfers

of all abilities to automatically record over 100 statistics, analytics and key insights for every

round. The golfer has a chance to relive every shot, every hole and every round through

overhead maps for every hole. Founded in 2015 the company employs a team of 25 in Edinburgh

and has a product line of 8 different offerings. Second in the UK behind Garmin Golf the

company has ambitious plans to replicate that success globally.

How did you come up with your business idea? I competed in martial arts internationally as a

teenager. Our club was the best in the UK and used a philosophy of improvement that tracked

performance data and marginal gains. This was years before either were used across all sports.

When I started playing golf in my early 20s and got hooked, I started to apply the same data

collection and marginal gain’s philosophy. Members at the golf course thought I was a little

crazy walking around with my note books for different areas of the game and measuring out

shots on the practise range. My handicap improved from 16 to 5 in less than 18 months. I

searched for a technology solution that would replace pencil and paper for 2 years with no

success. As an electronics design and embedded software engineer, I decided to develop my own

concept. 

How did you come up with your business name? Long story and a bit of an engineering

approach, I went through +20 different names before I came up with Shot Scope Technologies. I

wanted the company to sound techy that’s why I included “technologies”. Our commercial team

quickly dropped the “technologies”, and they were right to do so.  I was given a great piece of

advice from my mentor at the time, he founded the Sports Technology Institute at Loughborough

University. He said “build a great product and execute on the opportunity and people will

remember the name.” I don’t think its just as simple as that but he definitely made a good point.

I think founders can get a bit too hung up on the name.    
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What's been your biggest challenge to date? One of the most significant challenges was the

development of the unique and underlying technology and IP. It's truly unique and won’t be

found on any other wearable, we designed it from scratch and therefore also own 100% of the IP.

Taking the technology from proven concept to a commercial product and brand was another

huge step. A vision that required a lot of time, capital investment and patience. 

How has SE (or any other support organisation in the Scottish ecosystem) helped you on

your journey? Scottish Enterprise from the start provided exceptional support. The first

significant capital in the business was a Scottish Enterprise SMART feasibility study. At that

stage my wife and I had invested our life savings into the business and I was working alone to

design the technology and start the business. The 1st grant kick started the company and

allowed me to recruit a team. At every stage SE has provided both financial and advisory

support from start up to high growth. The support has helped Shot Scope recruit an

exceptionally talented team that is driving the business forward through innovation across R&D,

commercial activity and customer service. Personally, I feel that SE support companies at a

unique and risky phase of R&D and innovation. The early capital investment helps Scottish

companies focus on R&D and innovation to deliver long term value for the Sottish economy. At

times we don’t give ourselves credit for the success of programmes such as SE, it’s a very

Scottish trait. I have met with entrepreneurs and founders from around the world and they are

blown away by the support that is offered from SE. 

What's been the highlight of the last year for you? Shot Scope raised an investment from

Guinness Ventures. The capital and support from a lead investor helped Shot Scope use 2022 to

prepare for growth and launch x6 new product in 2023.  

What's your favourite thing about being an entrepreneur? By far the challenge of the journey

and the amazing people you meet along the way. Founding my own business has allowed me to

meet many fascinating people that I would never have had the opportunity to meet. 

What's the best thing about being an entrepreneur in Scotland? I consider myself lucky to be

founder in Scotland. I could mention our fantastic start-up ecosystem, University talent on our

door step, large number of angel investors and professional angel groups, the support from SE

or our history for innovation…… I guess I did just mention these. The one that stands out for

myself and I think everyone in Scotland should consider this when travelling internationally:

There is a love for Scottish people and Scotland globally that I am not sure many countries

could say they have. We do business globally and people love to talk and hear about Scotland

and Scottish people. I think when its on our door step and we live it everyday we sometimes

forget to remember that we do live in an amazing and truly unique country. Scotland might be

small, but we have a global influence and awareness that’s hard to replicate. 

What's the best piece of advice you ever received? Execution is just as important as

innovation, maybe more important. 

What advice do you wish you hadn't listened to? I can only think of one specific piece of

advice that I shouldn’t have listened to, but I am not willing to say. Find people that have been

there and done it to talk with, offer to buy them coffee, they are usually the ones buying the

coffee. The conversation could be the most valuable coffee you ever buy. 



What has been your proudest achievement since starting your businesses? I can only think of

one specific piece of advice that I shouldn’t have listened to, but I am not willing to say. Find

people that have been there and done it to talk with, offer to buy them coffee, they are usually

the ones buying the coffee. The conversation could be the most valuable coffee you ever buy. 

Is there anything on your business bucket list? Play Augusta National in the USA. Its right at

the top of the bucket list. 

Who's been your biggest supporter? I am fortunate that many people have provided support. In

professional capacity my chairman has been exceptional and in a personal capacity my wife.I

don’t think I make it particularly easy for either. 

How do you care for each other’s wellbeing at work? We work exceptionally hard and

exceptionally long hours, therefore we do keep an eye on wellbeing. That’s across the team, our

management team is switched on to the effort everyone invests and how that effort over time

can wear you down. We do like a night out to try and balance some of the stress, but that is only

part of the solution. 

How do you start your day? Would love to say it’s a run or bike ride, sometimes it is. Most of

the time it’s a large and strong coffee on front of my computer. 

What do you do for fun after a busy week? Play golf and spend time watching movies with my

wife and kids.

What's the best business book you've read? I have to be honest and say I have never fully

finished one. I enjoyed Crossing the Chasm and believe the theory can be applied to products,

services and new markets.   

Any office pets? A few of the team have dogs and bring them in. 

Do you have a favourite TED Talk? Honestly, struggle with allocating the time to listen to Ted

talks. I much prefer a coffee or call with one of my mentors or shareholders. 

What's your best tip for achieving a good life/work balance? I read a great article that

suggests you can only do x3 things out of x5 well as a founder or CEO: work, sleep, family,

fitness or friends. I am lucky that my work and my family are my passion and I have made

many friends through the journey. I just have to fit in sleep and fitness somewhere. I think

there has to be a reality that if you choose the journey of a founder work /life balance might be

a struggle….. Personally I am ok with that.  

What would you say is the secret to success? Work hard and listen to people that have been

there and done it before. You might not use 100% of their advice. However, there is always a

nugget of insight that is a game changer. 

What's your big dream? The USA is a focus for the company and personal goal. It’s been my

goal from the start and critical if Shot Scope is to become the global market leader. We have a 3

year plan to reach that goal and progress to date is good. Thankfully I get to work on my dream

every day of the week.

How would you like to be remembered? I struggle this type of question. Shot Scope and our

success is a team effort. Without the wider team I wouldn’t be where I am today. On a personal

note, I would like to be remembered as part of a team that pushed the boundaries, delivered

things that were unexpected and hopefully helped that team achieve their own personal goals. 

Where can we find out more about your business? www.shotscope.com / @shotscope

https://www.shotscope.com/

